make a

Festive

Easter
Wreath
Difficulty: Beginner
Time: Approx 2 hours
This felt and ribbon wreath is an easy seasonal springtime decoration for your home.
Use it to add a gorgeous splash of fresh pastels to your front door or fireplace mantel.
Once your wreath is covered, use the templates to customize as you wish!
Stencil templates for the wreath, bunnies and eggs are included with this tutorial.

Materials
1x 12” or 18” Metal Wreath (5985001000
or 5985002000)
1-2 9m spools of 100mm Glitter Mesh Ribbon
7-11 sheets of 22.9 x 30.5cm Glitter Felt
1-2 Spools Glitter Tulle
Scissors
Glue Gun
Optional
Mesh Wrap for Bow
Felt for Rabbit and Egg cutouts

Wreath Directions
Step One:
Cut out the attached wreath ‘base’ stencil and trace
it on the back of the glitter felt sheet. You will be
able to trace 3 base cut outs from each sheet. The
12” wreath will take approximately 7-8 sheets of felt
to cover it and the 18” wreath will take about 11-12
sheets.

Step Two:
Once the all the base felt pieces have been cut, start
cutting the glitter mesh.
Using the felt wreath pieces as a template, cut a the
of glitter mesh ribbon into a piece of the same length
and shape.

Step Three:
Use hot glue to attach the glitter mesh ribbon to the
glitter felt. Make sure that the first peak of the ribbon
is offset to the first valley of the felt.
You may alternate colours of the mesh to add variety
to the wreath. The pink wreath on page 1 alternates
between pink and purple glitter mesh.
Step Four:
Once all the felt and glitter mesh pieces have been
glued together, start wrapping and hot gluing them
around the metal wreath.
Leave the first piece slightly loose, so the last felt and
glitter mesh piece will be able to be placed under it.

Step Five:
Continue wrapping and hot gluing the felt and
ribbon pieces around the wreath until it is completely
covered. Make sure that the final piece is placed
securely under the first and glue them both in place.
Now it’s time to customize with felt cutouts and
pompoms to complete your design!

Pompom Directions
Step One:
Cut a 5”/ 12.5cm length of Glitter Tulle and set aside.

Step Two:
For a medium sized pompom, wrap tulle around
2 fingers 18-20 times. Cut the tulle and slide off of
fingers.
For larger or smaller pompoms, wrap the tulle around
more or fewer fingers.

Step Three:
Use the 5”/12.5cm piece of tulle to tie the bundle
across the middle. Use scissors to cut the bundle
open.

Step Four:
Once the pompom has been cut open, it will be
misshapen. Use the scissors to trim it into a round
shape.

Use these pompoms as fluffy rabbit tails to your felt
cut outs, or hot glue two pompoms together to make
a baby chick.
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